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's 'best' face tough schedule
Dayton. Maine will face powerful teams such as
UMass, Delaware, Rhode Island and Lehigh.
According to Bicknell, they will all be very physical
games.
There you have five teams that could beat Maine
and beat them badly.
Bicknell, who claims this year's team is the best
since his three-year stay here, said they won't get
blown out. He said he doesn't want to lose even
four games. He said he doesn't want to concede
anything.
On the other hand. Bicknell knows there is no
room for error. He said the team will have to play
well every week and get a few breaks to win.
Still, against the competition the Black Bears
will be facing all season, they could play well every
game and lose seven or eight games. And the team
has already had some unfortunate luck in the form
injuries.
The battle for starting quarterback between
Tony Trafton and John Tursky was resolved when
Tursky injured his right shoulder last Saturday.
Trafton throws a little better, but Tursky is quicker
3n his feet. BiLkiiell said, and when Tursky has
recovered Bicknell will still have to decide who will
get the job permanently.
Other key injuries to running back Mike
Edwards and defensemen Jeff Winters and Robert
Linkletter "devastated us so far," Bicknell said.
Edwards, the torm.m. Bangor High star, who
attended UMass before returning to his native
state, is an especially tough loss. He tore kree
ligaments Saturday and will be out for the season.
He was "looking super," said Bicknell, who was
planning on alternating his hard slashing type of
running with John Marquis' fast footwork to upset
opposing defenses. Marquis and Chris Scontras
will start in the backfield tomorrow. Bill Blake is
also coming off some minor injuries and may be
ready to play.
Look for Trafton to put the ball in the air a lot,
and keep an eye on split end Tim Fedroff.
Co-captains Chris Keating, linebacker, and Bill
Leroy, center, both know what they are up against
but are confident.
"We realize we have to work." Leroy said, "but
we have a shot at winning every game."
Keating agreed. "We watched the films. If we
do our jobs. we could do it."
Both players also cited improved depth at each
position as a strength. Keating said the team is
closer than in past years. There are players who
have sat the bench for two or three years and are
now getting a chance to play, he said.
In spite of the optimism from the players and
Bicknell, the season could be a long one. But I'm
not going to make any predictions. I want to be
surprised.
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Residential Life budget
overspent by $400,000
by Scott Austin
UMO's Department of Residential Life overspent last
year's budget by about $400,000, causing severe
cutbacks in housing maintenance this fall, says its
director, H. Ross Moriarty.
Complex coordinators and resident directors are
authorized to determine emergencies, which will not be
affected by the money shortage, such as flooding, heat
and water problems and safety hazards.
"We probably overspent our total budget by some
$400,000," Moriarty said. "This is out of a total budget
of $10 million," he added.
A memorandum from Residential Life to all complex
coordinators and resident directors cites the completion
of many maintenance programs ahead of schedule during
the 1977-78 fiscal year as well as the department's failure
to receive projected income, as causes for the shortage.
One of the projects completed ahead of schedule was
the resurfacing of the Androscoggin Hall roof. Moriarty
said this project was partly responsible for the deficit.
The bills for these projects were paid out of last year's
budget, which we hadn't planned on, Moriarty
explained. "They have been budgeted for in this fiscal
year, so we should be in good shape by next year."
"We didn't receive all our projected student income,
because we had originally planned on using University
Park to house single, undergraduate students."
University Park houses married students and their
families. By housing single students in these spaces,
The UMO Black Bears kicked off their 1978 fall
season Saturday. and 5.010 enthusiastic fans filled
the stands despite the inclement weather. This
youngster found his own personal method of
keeping warm. The cheerleaders didn't let the
drizzle or the outcome dampen their spirits either.
Story on page lb [Photos by Bill Mason and Fred
Lord].
Freshman beats system,
purchases mobile home
by Dave Karvelas
At least one UMO student has managed
to beat the housing crunch this year by
purchasing an inexpensive mobile home
and setting it up in a nearby trailer park.
Betty Luckraft, a 23-year-old freshman,
paid $2,000 for a small, run-down trailer in
an effort to "save some money in the long
run." Luckraft is older than most fresh-
men, but her reason for buying the trailer
hits home w ith most students.
Campus Corner
The rise in room and board, coupled with
the increase in the number of triples, has
caused many students to turn to off-
campus housing as an alternative. But
student demand for apartments exceeds
the supply, allowing local landlords to
charge higher rent rates and in some
instances, requires leases.
Residential Life could add to the number of room and
board paying students.
Residential Life plans to help complexes stay within
their budgets by keeping them informed on their budget
and advising them on economical methods of providing
maintenance. "We have asked the complex business
managers to make any suggestions they might have to
help us stay within our budget," Moriarty said. "Our
maintenance budget for this year is about $250,000 That
is about half of last year's total," he said.
Residential Life denies that there is any "freeze" on
maintenance programs. A great deal of their budget has
already been spent on painting corridors and stairwells in
Dunn Hall, a Hilltop Commons heat exchanger and the
upgrading of the fire-alarm system campus-wide.
Doug Miller. Stodder complex coordinator said, "We
are not experiencing any cutbacks in existing services,
but any renovations have been tabled for the time
being."
In Hilltop Complex, a total of 21 campus phones have
been removed because of a 63 percent rate increase by
New England Telephones during the 1977-78 school
year. According to Carmelia Procaccini, Hilltop complex
coordinator. another 40 percent rate hike is in effect this
year. That exceeded the budget and made the cost of
retaining those phones too expensive.
Hilltop dorms still have two campus phones per floor.
Procaccini said. "If the budget base should happen to be
expanded sometime, then it would be easy to re-install
the phones because the hookups have been left intact."
Moriarty added. "The Hilltop dorms have twice as many
phones as other dorms, and the administrators there felt
we could save some money by removing them—every
little bit helps."
Somerset Hall is also missing some of its furniture.
Procaccini explained, "The furniture that is missing is
damaged furniture. It simply hasn't arrived from the
repair shop as yet."
In Stewart Complex. a study hall in Cumberland Hall is
reportedly causing some irritation among students. The
study lounge may remain closed for the year because of
rotten wood around the windows. "It's not the student
who did the damage in this case," complained a floor
resident. "Why should we have to suffer?"
And while many students rent trailers
from area parks, paying rates similar to
those of apartments, few make the switch
from renter to homeowner. Luckraft views
that switch as a way to make money as a
student.
"While I'm in school I wanted to put my
money into an investment." she said. "My
father is a banker, and he saw it as a wise
investment."
Luckraft admits, however, that she has
not entirely escaped the housing problems
plaguing her fellow students. Remarking
on the small living space her 10-foot by
45-foot trailer provides, Luckraft said,
"You just have to be very orderly, because
things pile up fast. You can't even put your
speakers far enough apart to get separa-
tion. I'm living there alone, so I don't
bump into anybody.—
Another problem facing Luckraft is
finances. Although the trailer was paid for
in July with money borrowed form her
parents, she said there are many extras
'continued to page 91
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Lowciown
Tuesday, September
2.30 to 5 p m Career Education Conference
Hilltop Conference Center
7 p.m Organizational meeting of the UMO
Young Democrats Open to all persons
interested in helping local and statewide
Democratic candidates Classroom B, Mem-
orial Union For more information. contact
Nancy Zambri. 942-8740
Wednesday. September 13
6 p m Agape Meal, food and fellowship MCA
Center. College Avenue
7 p m Meeting of Antioch Group Newman
Center
Thursday. September 14
7 p.m. Movie ' Harlan County U.S.A." Special
benefit with guest speaker John Hansen,
University labor education. 101 English-Math
Building Sponsored by Penobscot Area
Housing Development Corp
Friday. September 15
11 a m Women's tennis vs Colby
8 in 12 midnight. The 0 D.c. Damn Yankee
7 and 9:30 p.m. MUAB movie (Monty
Python's) And Now for Something Completely
Different." Hauck Auditorium
Saturday. September 16
10 m Soccer vs Boston University
10.30 a m Men's tennis vs Vermont
2 p m Women's tennis vs Amherst
7 and 9'30 p m MUAB movie "Looking for Mr
Goodbar Hauck Auditorium
8 p m Bluegrass Supply Company, with Fred
Pike Damn Yankee
Sunday. September 17
10a m Protestant worst
Chapel Memorial Un
service Drummond
6 30 p m Worshi• elogue, MCA Center.
College Avenue
SINGERS NEEDED
ESPECIALLY
TENORS AND BASSES
for all University
choruses:
--University singers
--Chamber singers
--Oratorio society
--University chorus
IF YOU CAN SING
WE NEED YOU!
For information come
to 123 Lord Hall.
MUFFLER
SHOPS
BRAKES
SHOCKS
FRONT END
CUSTOM BENDING
1011 UNION ST BANGOR. MAINE
New editor, secretary 'enjoy jobs'
by Tammy Eves
If enthusiasm is the mark of a good
employee, the two new members of the
UMO Student Government staff will do
their new jobs justice.
Helen Girard, the new Student Govern-
ment secretary, and Cal Brawn, editor of
the new Student Government newspaper,
The New Edition, both said they enjoy their
jobs so far.
Brawn, who is a graduate student in
counseling, said he wants the new paper to
be a service to the University community.
He said he does not want the paper to be
a rival of the Maine Campus because
"we're both in the same community.•• He
said he would like to see the two
newspapers work together sometimes in
serving the community.
"I have no desire to compete with
anyone," he said, "and no desire to
become adversaries with anyone."
Brawn said he would like his paper to
"fill some gaps" for the benefit of the
students, and he has changed the format
from that of the former Student Govern-
ment papers.
The newspaper now has about 20
employees. Brawn said, who are all busy
"trying to keep our heads above water."
He said he would like to see everyone
working on the paper getting some sort of
salary, whether they are on work study or
are getting advertising commission.
So far, the advertising employees
receive a 25 percent commission on all the
advertising they sell, and four of the
reporters are on work smcly. as is Brawn
himself, he said.
Brawn feels The Nev; Edition may have
an advantage over the Campus regarding
employees, even though the Campus has
numerous journalism students as reporters
who are required to write for that
newspaper. He said it is a disadvantage if
students feel they "have" to work. The
Student Government paper is staffed by
volunteers.
Brawn is a former school teacher and
police officer with some background in
administration, but he said he has never
worked for a newspaper before.
"It's really weird," he said, referring to
how he got the job. "I just walked into the
Student Government office. they asked and
I said 'yes.' "
Helen Girard said she has watched the
enthusiasm of the new paper's staff as well
as that of other students in the office and
has been somewhat swept up by it all.
She explained she has only been working
since August and is still trying to adjust.
"Before I came to work, I wasn't sure
what Studefit Government was," she said,
but now she is beginning to learn all the
organizations involved in it and the the
students' names.
She said most of the people working in
the Student Government office are stu-
dents. "as well as trying to be administra-
tors." and she added that she likes
working with students and finds the job
rewarding already.
Girard had previously worked on campus
in the plant and soils department. She said
she'd like to stay at Student Government
"just as long as they keep me around."
BCC commuters express
mixed reactions to housing
by Enid Logan
Life as a commuter has ended for some
Orono students housed at Bangor Com-
munity College. For others, it has just
begun.
The posting by Residential Life of the
priority list for moving persons to Orono
has left many of the original 600 students
to a life at BCC, at least for now.
As vacancies on the Orono campus
continue, due to students failing to return
to school or choosing to live off campus,
BCC freshmen, transfer and readmit
students, in that order, will have the
opportunity to move to Orono.
BCC.students, in the mean time, find
themselves taced with what many consider
uncompensated inconveniences.
Last year. BCC was overcrowded; this
year it is worse. with an increase of 25 to 50
persons. This resulted from a two-week
freeze on emergency housing. However,
on-campus residency is the same as last
year. said H. Ross Moriarty. director of
Residential Life.
"TOGETHER AGAIN"
Theatrically recreated with reverence and love
BANGOR MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM
Reserved Seats $7 50. $6 50 at BANGOR AUDITORIUM
BOX OFFICE. VINERS MUSIC, Bangor and Ellsworth,
AUGMENTED FIFTH. Orono and Camden Or mall money
order payable to Broadway Productions to Bangor Audito-
rium, 100 Sutton, St . Bangor. ME, 04401 Enclose stamped
addressed envelope INFO 942-9000
AAA
.Emergency Road Service
•Bail Bond Service
•Personal Accident
insurance
•Legal Protection
3Enyert Travel Planning
•Autornoblle Financing Service
"For Information Call'"
MAINE AUTO ASSOCIATION
CORNER OF GRIFFIN AND UNION
-STEVE HARRIS.
THE
MEN'S
Jy ROOM
(Professional Hair Styling
Featuring
Bottler Sculpture Kut
Don Host* Rick Crocker
04 947-3924
hours: 11-5:30—Cloyed Mandell
appointments also accepted
SUN BURY MALL-BANGOR
Where over 25special'y shops
welcome yuu
A refund for those in triples at BCC
doesn't seem adequate payment for busing
back and forth each day, waking an hour
earlier to do so and the accommodations
provided, said some students.
The alternative to the situation, said
Moriarty. is to refuse admittance to
students who are unable to be housed on
.the Orone campus.
However, there are students housed at
BCC who prefer it to UMO. Some students
at BCC refused a room at Orono when it
was offered. To be able to "leave it all
behind at the end of the day" and return to
BCC appeals to them, said some students.
"It seems more intellectual at Orono,
and you are so far from any kind of outside
; unless you have a car, whereas in
Bangor you have buses right down the
street to take you places." said oth-m-
BCC students. There are more campus
activities at Orono, but returning BCC
residents said they find BCC's activities as
good as those offered at UMO.
Out-of state students said easy access tx•
the airport is another plus for BCC.
"There are no blacks and whites to the
issue."said Moriarty. "only grays."
STUDENT
SENATE
ELECTIONS
Registration (sign-up)
Tuesday, Sept. 12 to
Tuesday, Sept. 19
Final Campaigning
Tuesday, Sept. 19 to
Tuesday, Sept 26
Elections Wednesday
September 27
Sign-up at Student
Government Office
3rd floor Memorial Union
Sign-up also for serving
on committees
DeCrane Jewelers
38 Main Street Orono. Me.
866-4032
• • • • Diamonds & Watches 
Gifts for oil occasions
Watch and Jewelry Repairs
Some Sorority &
Fraternity Jewelry
Available
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Campus journalists capture press awards
by John Donnelly
For columns on "Miss Maine" and "Gay
Blue Jeans Day" and for an editorial
denouncing the International Brotherhood
of Teamsters, two Maine Campus journal-
ists have received awards from the annual
Better Newspaper Contest, a person for the
sponsoring Maine Press Association
announced Friday.
Former managing editor and columnist
Dan Warren won first place for the best
local column in non-daily papers in Maine,
and former cc-editor Kendall J. Holmes
received third prize for the best editorial
for all newspapers in the state.
In addition, the Campus received an
honorable mention for the best front page
for weeklies category on one of its issues
last semester.
The contest, which was open to all Maine
newspapers. was for the year ending July
I. 1978.
A board of 17 editors from newspapers
from the Midwest and East Coast selected
the winners, said Howard Keyo, executive
secretary of the MPA.
Howard James, who is publisher of
newspapers in Rumford, Norway, and
Berlin. N.H., was in charge of the contest
and selected the judges. Keyo said.
When questioned about the award,
Warren, who has been a staff reporter for
the Portland Press Herald for three years,
said. "I was shocked. I still think you guys
are yanking my chain."
Warren said he submitted the two
columns as representations of his work for
the fall semester last year.
"Journalism is a very frustrating field,
and you often mire in anonymity and
obscurity, but this is pretty cool. I have to
thank Pat Murkland (former Campus copy
editor) for cleaning up my act. Some of my
pieces were pornographic before they were
edited.
"This is pretty wild. I'm pretty happy I
guess,"he admitted. Warren will be
writing a column, "Letters from Camp
Orono." this semester for the Campus.
Holmes, who has worked for Portland
newspapers for two years and is currently
the suburban reporter for the Portland
Press Herald, commented on the Teamster
editorial: "The Teamsters had just brought
the Ellsworth American to court for taking
the same stance. For a small newspaper.
just by writing it there was a prospect of
being dragged into court," he said.
"I'm happy but can't say I'm sur-
prised,"Holmes continued. "The issue we
wrote on was a big one, and I'm glad I
recognized the fact. I think I influenced
many readers."he added.
In other categories. Bob Cummings,
environmental writer for the Guy Gannett
Newspapers in Portland, was named the
MPA's Journalist of the Year.
For the second year in a row, the
Biddeford Journal Tribune won first place
for general excellence among daily news-
papers.
Editor's note: The two award-winning
columns which Dan Warren submitted to
the Maine Press Association have been
rrprinted in their entirety.
Miss Maine loses in quest
for 1979 Miss America title
Linda M. Carroll, a UMO student
and Miss Maine for 1979, repre-
sented the Pine Tree State at this
year's Miss America Pageant on
Saturday night. And that's about as
far as it went.
Miss Virginia was chosen Miss
America for 1979.
Carroll, along with forty other
representatives, was eliminated
from further competition when she
failed to make the first round of
finalists. The 10 finalists were:
Alabama. Florida, Kansas,
Kentucky. Louisiana, Nebraska,
Ohio, Texas. Virginia and
Washington.
PRE-MEDS & PRE-DENTS
AT LAS1
TWO NEW INVALUABLE PUBLICATIONS
I GUIDE TO WRITING SUCCESSFUL ESSAYS FOR
MEDICAL AND DENTAL SCHOOL APPLICATIONS
Have you ever considered the importance admissions
committees place upon the personal essay sections of medical
and dental school applications') With the vast number of other
applicants being considered it is essential for you to have a well
written, impressive essay. Order now our comprehensive
guide to writing this vital section of the application and chances
are you won't have to re apply next year'
II THE COMPLETE PRIMER FOP PRE MED AND PRE--
DENTAL STUDENTS
As do most books offering advice on how to improve your
chances for gaining admission to prulvcsional school, this
publication does not simply rehash common knowledge. This
essential publication is a complete collection of the systematic
and effective methods for beating the tremendous odds against
all pre meds and pre dents being accepted.
Order now to learn:
• The strategies to follow during your undergraduate years
• The invaluable keys to doing wellon the MCAT and DAT
• The correct method of completing applications
• Expert insight into taking interviews
• And guidance other books never seem to mention
GUIDE TO WRITING SUCCESSFUL ESSAYS FOR 
MEDICAL AND DENTAL SCHOOL APPLICATIONS is
$12.50 • 75( for postage and handling
THE COMPLETE PRIMER FOR PRE MED AND PRE
DENTAL STUDENTS is $15.00 + $1.00 for postage and
handling Send all orders to: Pre-Professional Aids, Inc.
P.O. Box 5735 Lubbock, Texas 79417
f
i
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Dan Warren
Milford County Heights
Brand new, 2 bedroom raised ranch
with room for expansion in basement.
Electric heat. Wall to wall carpet. Low
taxes. Town sewer and water.
$39,500
Old Town
This full bedroom home with 2 full
baths is in excellent condition and is
ready to move in upon purchase.
Good size kitchen, laundry room,
dining room, den, living room and
enclosed sun porch. Ample closet
space. 2 zone baseboard. hot water
heat, aluminum side, attached 2 car
garage, large paved driveway.
$52,000
Old Town - Corley Rd.
3 bedrom ranch with kitchen and
dining area, living room. full bath,
detached garage, 38 acres of field,
woods with road frontage, near UMO,
1-95 and 20 minutes from Bangor.
$62,000
Old Town
3 bedrom cape, white vinyl siding,
green shutters, kitchen, living, dining
room, partially finished basement,
detached garage, deep lot.
Asking $40,000
John Degainbody
DBA
Penobscot County Real Estate
204 Stillwater Ave.
Old Town
827-3619
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A matter of timing
The University budget, once again, is in
serious trouble. And not surprisingly, the main
character behind the University's future
financial woes is Gov. James B. Longley.
Longley, through his misguided efforts, has
promoted an atmosphere for spontaneous
tax-revolt in Maine.
And an issue so complex as changing a state's
constitution to place a limit on government
spending should be anything but spontaneous.
Yet Longley insists on demanding immediate
action in the tax reduction arena at a time when
just about every politician and his brother is up
for re-election.
Longley's influence is the greatest political
ally of the Maine Tax-Limitation Committee,
which supports limiting each governmental
unit's expenditures to those of the previous year
plus cost of living increases.
What this would mean to the UMaine system
is obvious. The game of trying to catch up to lost
legislative appropriations would be over. In other
words, such a constitutional amendment could
only hurt the University.
Case in point: Even if Chancellor Patrick E.
McCarthy were elected governor in November,
there would be little hope of having the
University's budget raised above the previous
year's level (add in cost of living increases). Yet
if another Longley were elected, there would be
•
In like a lion..
little opposition to reducing the University's
budget if such a move was publicly acceptable.
And given the public's opinion of thc UMaine
system, such would probably be he case.
But the basic problem with the issue of
tax-reduction in Maine is timing.
Should a constitutional amendment of this
magnitude be considered in the heat of political
campaigns and rushed through special
legislative sessions that, in a week, have
accomplished little more than costing the
tax-payers close to $60,000?
Longley, in typical fashion, has said he would
rather have a flawed constitutional amendment
than none at all.
Such reasoning speaks for itself. But while it
may raise a chuckle over coffee, if must be clear
by now that Longley's words carry lead weight in
determining statf policy. Even as a lame duck,
Longley's influence, if not words, should be
taken seriously.
But hopefully, as legislators deliberate over
the various proposals before them, planning and
foresight will overshadow political expediency
and allow Maine a tax structure suitable for
growth and prosperity.
If the makeshift plan to limit government
spending supported by Longley is hastily
enacted and placed before the state in a
referendum, the chance for such growth would
appear quite dim.
•
. . . out like a lamb
It seems like every time September rolls
around, the air gets a little thick for the Boston
Red Sox. Getting a little difficult to breathe
George?
Loosen up the collar. Jim—you really should
lay off those Colonial franks.
Whatever the reason, the Red Sox are a team
that perpetually bite the apple, choke in the
clutch, eat humble pie and perform any other
variety of quaint expressions that describe a club
that is just no good under pressure.
, For a team that was ahead of the New York
Yankees by 14 games less than two months ago,
the Sox have sure slid a long way.
Now, Jimmy the Greek gives them 2 to 1 odds
to drop the division to everyone's favorite—the
Yankees.
The Sox problem has been in the old
self-fulfillment prophecy. They started like a
whirlwind but rather ,han break with tradition,
they'll fizzle the season out like a warm summer
breeze.
It's not really their fault. They're caught in a
historical dugout which gets deeper and deeper
with each step they take to becoming division
champs.
This year, the Sox have a chance of repeating
1975 when they almost took it all. The greater
likelihood is that the Yanks, with the best
pitching in the majors, will coast into the playoffs
giving fans an instant-replay of last year.
This may not be what BoSox fans want to see
but there's always next year.
With a little more experience in their losing
ways maybe they'll finish the season tied with
the Yankees only to drop it in a special, one game
playoff.
And you thought you didn't have
anything to look forward to next year.
The Maine Campus is • twice-weekly newspaper
published at the University of Maine at Orono
Editorial and tusiness offices are located in 106
Lord Hall. Orono, Maine 04473, Tel
201-581-7531 Advertising and subscription rates
available on request Printed at the Ellsworth
American. Eilsworih Maine 04605
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Letters from
Camp Orono
by Dan Warren
Your little boy
Dear Mom and Dad,
I'm sorry I haven't written sooner, but I
was very busy my first week here at Camp
Orono. Everything's pretty good, and the
counselors are real neat. They're called
professors I got to remember that.
Thanks for the ride up here and for
helping me unload my junk. I'm glad that it
is over. Mom, you must be, too. I know you
were worried that someone might have
seen you carrying in my poster, that one
that said: "Two Things Are Better On A
Water Bed--One Of Them Is Sleep." But
don't worry anymore. Nobody saw vou.
But I do think some of the guys saw one
other thing. That's when you made me kiss
you before you and Dad left. I didn't mind
that Ma, but jeez, did you have to keep
screeching that I'm still your —little boy?"
Gosh, do you think maybe you could be a
little more quiet about it next time?
The kids up here are very nice. But they
always say the same thing. They always
say, "Djahavagoodsummah?" What
they're really saying is, "Did you have a
good summer?" But the last 48 times I've
heard it, it all sounded like one syllable.
I like it at Camp Orono better since my
roommate's parents left. They stayed for
three days. His mother kept snooping
around the room. She would say things
like, "My junior is sharing this teeny
closed with another boy? Lordy!"
And boy did she complain about dust.
One of the guys down the hall said she
used to work for Ralph Nader, but that she
got fired because she was too picky.
We went to the football game this
weekend. We left the game early and came
home and watched the Boston Red Sox
game. They lost again. A guy down the hall
is a Red Sox fan. He said he knev. they
were going to lose, and it bothered him,
but he wanted to watch the game anyway.
That reminds me of the people who don't
like gory stuff, but always slow down on
the turnpike so they can see the accident.
Grandpa called last week. He told me hw
was sending me a subscription to that
conservative magazine. National Review.
Two stories in it had titles that said: "Why
We Need to Triple Our National Defense
Spending To Fight Commies" and "Our
Liberal Arts Schools: All Garbage and Not
Enough of the Three R's?" He said he sent
it to me so I'll get the "other side of the
story." He said college professors will give
me "wild ideas." Please thank him when
you see him.
Well, write soon, and say hi to the dog.
Your son,
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A double blow
To the Editor:
The UMO broadcasting and
film department may have
thought they were getting a raw
deal when Saul Scher resigned
just before classes began, leaving
them no time to find a replace-
ment. The department will man-
age somehow, I'm sure, but, as is
all too often the case, it is the
students who will suffer from his
loss.
Scher's resignation, as far as I
can see, is a not so subtle protest
against this university. He will
receive full professorship at New
York Tech, something UMO did
not see fit to offer him after nine
years of teaching here. Also, he
Commentary
felt students were getting the
shaft in the way of facilities and
equipment.
For students, it's a double
blow. We lose a dedicated teacher
and a warm, honest human being.
while the university gets rid of an
annoying gadfly.
The paradox is, Saul Scher
sincerely cared about his students
and how he is gone. The
administration here apparently
doesn't give a damn about
students' needs and, as Dean
Gershman so aptly commented,
"Everything is going to go on as
it was."
a concerned student
reader's opinion
The Campus encourages letters from
readers. To be published, letters must be
signed and include an address, but names
will be withheld upon request. Brief letters
are advised and all are subject to editing for
grammer, good taste and available space.
John Donnelly
On good times, coeds and an assertive door
Upon entering UMO this year. I was psyched. I
mean, I was flying high thinking of all the fun to be
had. inougnts ot partying it up tor the tirst tew
weeks and visions of beautiful UMO coeds striding
down the mall crossed my mind with high degrees
of frequency.
And entering the ranks of upperclassmendom
promised a whole new world. No longer would I
have to make that big adjustment to the world of
academia, or suffer throughout the initial
insecurities or even attend the freshmen mixer.
I was ready to settle in and let the good times
roll, if you'll excuse the expression.
However, problems started to pop up and my
"let the good times roll" philosophy began to sour.
You see, I was greeted by teachers who were
also psyched—psyched to make their presence
known, as they let the work load start flowing. Plus
old friends from my dorm wing went their separate
ways; I'm now surrounded by triples mania.
Even the cold weather was kind of a bummer:
beautiful coeds turned into bundled-up not-so-
beautiful coeds.
Then small things started to go out of whack.
One such small thing was my room door.
This commentary, in a sense, is a story of a room
door. No kidding. It's not your ordinary, basic
room door. It's a pretty different room door.
And (with the help of this story, of course) it's
fast becoming a legend—at least in my wing.
It all started the second day back. That was
when the door started asserting itself. My
roommate and myself were coming back from the
Bookstore, and upon unlocking the door, we found
that it wouldn't open. After persisting for 10
minutes we finally opened it.
That was just the start. The assertive door was
closed countless times afterwards, either by the
wind or some inadvertant person.
As a matter of fact, anytime a person would
enter our room, one of us would shout out, —1515ri't
close that door." The door could be opened easily
enough from the outside, but from inside the room,
it was almost impossible.
If it somehow did close, we would bang the walls
until someone would come to our aid. The
freshmen next door started to get a big kick out of
the whole ordeal. "Can't even open your door,"
they would snicker.
It was a pisser being humbled by freshmen.
Finally, Everett, a warm and friendly old guy
and the janitor in my dorm, came up to try to fix it.
After disassembling the knob and latch, he put it
back together. But it still didn't work.
The next night four or five of our friends came
over. And as usual, the door shut itself. This time,
after the banging. no freshmen came to our rescue.
One of us had to jump out the second-story
window.
Yesterday, a locksmith came over in shining
white armor, destined to play the part of the hero
and fix the door. But like everyone else, the
locksmith had some problems. While he was inside
the room. the door closed. Of course, it wouldn't
open. He had to buzz Everett and a maid to let him
out. Everett got a big kick out of that.
Now they tell me the door is fixed. I'm still kind
of hesitant to close it, though.
You see. I'm kind of used to being stuck inside
my room. I'm kind of used to being kidded by
freshmen. I really don't mind it anymore.
You might say I'm sort of attached to it.
Plus. I was hoping that someday some nice lady
would walk in.
And the door would mysteriously close.
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Life at the Big 0
Editor's note The following two columns by
Campus writer Dan Warren received first place
awards from the Maine Press Association Friday
as the best columns among non-daily newspapers
in the state. Both articles were printed in the
Campus last fall in his 'life at the Big 0' series.
They have ?wen reprinted for the enjoyment of our
readers.
Being American and loving--as Americans do--to
put labels on people, some of my personal
associates have been frustrated lately at not being
able to classify me and my feelings toward Friday's
National Gay Blue Jeans Day.
You see, while I didn't wear blue jeans, I did
mention to a couple of right-win,Lfriends my
intention to vote for Diane Elze for President in
1980.
And that's regardless of whether my man Lester
Maddox runs again.
My praise for Elze--the self-avowed Queen of
the Gays at UMO--is somewhat strong, I guess,
but I must say the woman impressed me in a
telephone conversation as really having her human
waste together, to paraphrase a popular expres-
sion.
The controversy is still raging around here about
the Jeans Day the Wilde-Stein Club pulled over on
us Friday. Some students are expressing anger
over the stunt by Elze and her Steiners, and others
Our sacred jeans
claim puzzlement as to why they did it.
Many people--though they might not agree with
it--have heard the gay's reasoning behind holding
the nationwide dungarees day.
But I found it so interesting, provocative and
well-thought-out that I thought I'd list it here
again—briefly—to clear up some lingering ques-
tions.
Why was it held? Answer: To expose feelings
toward gays at UMO and throughout the country.
Did they expect a lot of support? Answer: Not
really. They knew that people would go out of their
way to get their corduroys out of storage. That, in a
way, was what they were after. They wanted to
illuminate the fact that people discriminate against
them, that there is need for more and better
legislation to protect gay rights in employment and
housing. etc.
Didn't they know they were inconveniencing
people by forcing them to avoid wearing jeans on
Friday, which is a very common practice? Answer:
Yes. They say that if people had to take an extra
two hours to do a wash to have clean dress pants or
whatever, then they at least forced those persons
to take a long, hard look at their feelings toward
homosexuality. "Is it really worth all this trouble
washing my clothes--to show that I'm against
gays?" they hoped people would ask themselves.
What if an innocent person forgot that it was
Jeans Day and wore his or her jeans anyway?
Answer: Good, they say. Then, that person will get
to know the ridicule, jokes and scorn a homosexual
encounters every day.
That's the basic reasoning in a nutshell. I'm
sorry, but it sounds very rational to me, and when I
got off the phone, I, who have always prided
myself on my imitation of the lispy Truman
Capote, felt as though I had just talked to Dale
Carnegie, so convincing had Elze been.
I think I wrote the page-one story on Jeans Day
objectively, being fair to both sides and including
Else's rationale.
But rationale doesn't matter in this issue, I
remembered. Because it's popular to be conserva-
tive, right wing and radical on this issue at UMO.
Hating gays is the cool thing to do here. It's
funny. Everybody loves rednecks.
They're a riot when they call their Bean boots
"queer-stompers." And they're a great time at a
party.
Although I admit I might not want to be stuck in
a telephone booth for 24 hours with Elze and her
fellow Steiners, I think their messages might get
heard if they keep shouting.
And they have good messages. But, unfortun-
ately, they choose to stick them in our dungarees.
And as we saw Friday, nobody messes with a
redneck and his dungarees.
Miss Maine and misconceptions
Psychologists generally agree that it is the youth
of this world who are the toughest on each other.
Bear cubs, they note, play the hardest of that
family, bouncing each other around mercilessly,
biting at one another's ears and generally showing
little mercy toward their weaker peers.
We're seeing the same kind of cruel, youthful
roughhousing at UMO, but in this case it's not
bears.
It's Miss Maine.
The onslaught of verbal resentment, jealousy
and practical jokes that marked each day for her
early in the semester is still plenty strong,
according to those who know her.
When I saw a letter to the editor in Friday's
Campus actually defending her. I rejoiced. "Alas
Terri Gilpatrick will no longer be the butt of jokes
on campus," I thought.
Rude insults, food thrown her way in the
cafeteria and malicious damage to her personal
property continue to plague the Linclon freshman
who came to UMO after hearing of its reputation as
a friendly school.
So much for school reputations.
UMO hasn't really been on what you'd call its
best behavior with Terri.
Admittedly, some of the things she has said in
interviews with this newspaper are things you
just don't say on a college campus. At least not this
one.
But much of the stuff for whicn she is getting
ridiculed by her peers is stuff that has been taken
out of context from quotations in Maine Campus
stories on her. Let me explain.
This summer, Terri was asked by a reporter how
she thought she'd do in the Miss America Pageant
at Atlantic City, N.J.. in September.
"I think I'll do well," she said. "I think I'm a
winner. There's really not much sense in going
down there to the pageant unless I think I have a
chance to win."
Is there anything terribly egotistical about that?
I don't think so. All she said was that she was
confident in her abilities. But, too many people
choose only to remember that she called herself a
winner.
One thing to remember and give her the benefit
of the doubt on is that her answers are dictated by
her press agent. She has a woman present for all
interviews and beforehand they go over questions
that might be asked and decide how Terri should
answer them.
As Miss Maine, Terri must travel around the
state presenting a rosy, sort of apple-pie image.
And in return for coming across as a girl who
grandmothers would consider "just lovely," but
that some college kids term "simply nauseating,"
Terri gets a few fringe benefits. One of those
benefits is a couple thousand dollars in scholar-
ships.
I'd call myself a winnei if it meant getting a free
boat to the Big 0.
It's easier to understand her. I think, if you
realize the circumstances behind the person and
the image.
Tern Elaine Gilpatrick is not really a whole lot
different than we are.
She sleeps through her share of eight o'clock
classes, hates long lines at the bookstore and
cringes at the thought of eating Tuna Surprise in
the cafeteria.
The jokes and mimicking of her statements were
fun for most. But perhaps we should acknowledge
that underneath the Miss Maine image, she's just
another student.
Isn't it time we started treating her as such.
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Undecided?
by Nancy McMallum
Undecideds, take heart—help may be on
the way. For those freshmen without a
major. FSA 99 (Freshmen Seminar in
Advising) may provide the necessary
guidance and direction.
The one-credit pass-fail course, offered
by the college of Arts and Sciences, has
nearly 130 freshmen enrolled, said Profes-
sor Kay Mckerrow.
"It's an experimental course-a pilo
t
program." said Mckerrow, who is chair-
man of the advising committee, whic
t;
includes nine other faculty members, Dean
Elaine Gershman and Dr. Russell Whitma
n
of the counseling center. The comm
ittee
members have worked together for a ye
ar
to create the course.
New seminar helps freshmen choose majors
"Our purpose is not to help freshmen
choose a specific major," said McKerrow.
"It's to help them have a clearer idea of
what they want to do. It can help them
learn more about themselves and as
reduce some of the pressure they feel
being undecided.•
Many freshmen
undecided
The program consists of one large
session that meets once a week for an how
and smaller weekly sessions between
Small groups of 15 to 20 students will
meet with their advisers and discuss then
assignments. Some of the projects include
researching classified ads, reading biogra-
phies of persons in selected fields and
interviewing people in fields that the
students are interested in.
McKerrow noted that 30 to 40 percent of
incoming freshmen are undecided, and he
hopes this new program will help students
develop their interests and keep them at
the University. The effectiveness of the
project will be evaluated in several ways.
"By testing students within FSA 99 and
Dean Gershman emphasized that many
undecided freshmen need a support
system and a sense of purpose. "A lot of
undecideds end up doing poorly or flunking
out, and they shouldn't. They just can't get
latched on to anything." She pointed out
that the students fail to see any reason for
attending classes after awhile, even though
many of the classes are necessary for any
major. She said of the program: "It gives a
better grasp of what a university college
education is all about."
Freshmen not alone
Freshmen are not the only undecided
students and advisers. People from those outside. b
y seeing if there's any people on ca
mpus, however, Dean
different fields will discuss their pro- difference in
 the drop-out ratios and by Gershman remarked,
 "We had some
fessions with the group. A philosopher. a using grade
 point averages, we can sophomores and
 juniors who wanted to add
physicist. an artist and a lawyer are just a measure the effe
ctiveness of the course." this course. Unfortun
ately, the course is
few of the scheduled speakers. he said.
limited to freshmen."
REQUIRED
READING
FOR SCIENCE,
ENGINEERING
AND BUSINESS.
HANDHELD CALCULATORS:
WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW
BEFORE YOU BUY
Your college work habits will
surely influence your professional
work habits. If you're in science,
engineering or business, a hand-
held calculator will be an
essential element in molding
those habits. That's why it's
so important to make the correct
choice of a calculator now.
Which is why we prepared a
brochure entitled, "The Student's
Choice... The Professional's
Choice ... The Logical Choice:' In
it, you'll read about every-
thing you should consider before
buying your college calculator.
Things like calculator construc-
tion, ease-of-use, logic systems
and more. Pick up a free copy at
your bookstore or nearest
Hewlett-Packard dealer. For the
address, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-648-4711 except from Hawaii
or Alaska. In Nevada call
800-992-5710. And do it soon.
Because we think buying a
calculator should be one of your
most carefully calculated decisions.
HEWLETT a PACKARD
Dept 15511.1 IOW N E Circle Blvd . Gm-v..111s. OR 97310
616173
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Traveling professor experiences 'culture shock'
by Ca Peters
Who el like a stranger returning
raig 
f
to his own country? Professor 
Alan
Singerman did when he returned to UMO
following a three-year stint as director of
The Council on Educational Exchange's
program in Rennes, France.
The sudden change in language and
lifestyle in this country made Singerman
feel "somehow misplaced." Because the
changes were so unexpected, the effects of
this "culture shock" were more pro-
nounced and intense than anything he'd
experienced in France, he said.
Singerman first experienced culture
shock when he studied overseas as an
undergraduate of the University of Ohio
(Athens) for one semester. It was this
personal interest and experience that led
Singerman to accept the Council's offer to
direct the Rennes program in 1974. His
first taste of administering an overseas
program came in 1973 when he directed
the University of Maine's summer session
at Pau in the French Pyrene
es.
During the spring of 1974. Singerman
represented UMO on the CIEE's policy
committee. Later that spring, he got the
directorship offer, accepted it and did such
a fine job during the customary two-year
stint that the C1EE asked him to stay on an
extra year. UMO granted him a leave of
absence, giving him the opportunity to
continue his refining of the Rennes
program.
The program in Rennes was geared
originally for future French teachers, but
had a somewhat limited academic content.
This small curriculum choice made many of
the 35 member universities wary of
granting full credit to Rennes students.
Singerman attempted to "beef up" the
academic aspects by adding courses in
phonetics, stylistics. history of impression-
ism and the history and culture of Brittany.
He also refined the student excursions in
and around Brittany, letting student
feedback dictate what they would visit.
Singerman himself did some traveling in
Europe while a student. After spending a
semester at the University of Paris, he
spent the spring semester "thumbing and
traveling through Europe," meeting and
experiencing many different people and
cultures. This experience gave him an
insight into how the Rennes students were
feeling about what was going on around
them, he said.
Singerman said the location of the
C1EE's program in Rennes was a major
factor in his decision to accept the
director's post. Rennes, the traditional
capital of the culture-rich region of
Brittany., has 200.000 inhabitants, three
college campuses and is a good distance
from the metropolitan sprawl of Paris. He
also favored the Rennes program because
it emphasized the language and culture of
the people rather than traditional litera-
ture. The major gripe he had about the city
was that it rains too often. "This only
makes you appreciate the sun more." he
said.
• Trailer adds extra
leentinued from page 11
that add to the cost of owning a trailer.
She cited a $150 fee to haul her trailer
eight miles, a $200 entry fee for the trailer
park and a $SO a month lot fee as some of
the more costly expenses. In addition,
she's also required to pay a $2 a month fee
for her dog, Si.
Luckraft has only been living in her new
home for about a week, so she couldn't
speculate on such costs as heat, electricity
and maintenance. But regardless. she's
looking for a roommate to help share
expenses.
"That's the only way I'll make any
money. If I don't get a roommate, I'll have
to keep drawing from what little I have in
my savings accound," she said. "I'm a title
Indecisive over what to charge."
Her trailer consists of two bedrooms, a
living room kitchen combination and a
bathroom.
She said one of the major difficulties in
owning a trailer is finding a place to put it.
"It's really hard to get trailer space in a lot.
I had the lot secured before I got the
trailer." she said.
In addition, she said, most trailer parks
won't accept a home under 10-wide, which
is why she bought one that width. And
once purchased, she added there is an
DAILY 7100 & 900
John Travolta
Olivia
Newton -John
GIME
DAILY 7:00 & 900
GoldleHown
Chevy Chose
FCRA ACIti4410115 v  .1
11 NEED A FIX?
COME TO
OLD TOWN BODY SHOP
324 NO. MAIN OLD TOWN
Body & Fender Repairing
Painting & Welding
Gas, Oil, & Auto Accessories
Howard Sturgeon, Prop. 827-2400 ,
FREE ESTIMATES _
expenses
extremely high entrance fee paid to lot
owners. "Everytime you set up, it costs
$200 to $300 just for the privilege of
moving in. They do absolutely nothing for
that money," she said.
But overall, Luckraft is pleased with her
purchase and should remain in her new
home "if 1 don't go stir crazy•first."
Most of his time was spent counseling
students, which Singerman admits was
"quite interesting at times. Students who
study overseas seem to have very distinct
characters and are generally very strongly
motivated."
A great deal of time was speat screening
the French host families. trying to match
up both their preferences and the students'.
Despite this screening process, one or two
students a semester would have some
problem and ask for a different place to
live, he said.
During the three years Singerman was in
Rennes, he became good friends with
many of the professors at the faculte and
several of the host families. Leaving was a
sad and depressing experience. but "it was
time to go," Singerman said. He was ready
to hand the reins to someone new and was
anxious to re-establish classroom contact
with students, something that was missing
in his purely administrative post, he said.
"Studying overseas, or simply exper-
iencing different cultures, helps you
appreciate your own," Singerman said.
The time he spent in Rennes reinforced
some of the feelings he had after studying
in France in 1962. he said. "Diverse
cultures provide us with points of reference
and comparison that help in understanding
U.S. institutions. You're forced to form
opinions about your country and govern-
ment. which can be very' stimulating
intellectually."
AT STANDARD SHOES
"Susan
A Star is Born .. .
ff
"SUSAN"
In Rich Tan Leather. Star Sole
Narrow and
Medium Widths
'17"
Cushioned innersole and excellent support add
extra value to Erika's "Susan", the Right On Fashion
Campus shoe for this season. Try on a pair, soon.
STANDARD SHOES
DOWNTOWN BANGOR • AIRPORT MALL • BROADWAY
PRESQUE ISLE • WATERVILLE A
11BL
GET [TALL
JBL's NEW L19: NOW YOU DON'T HAVE TO
BUY THE STATION TO OWN THE SPEAKER.
Introducing JBLs L19
Theyve taken their 4301
compact professional broad-
cast monitor—a big favorite
of radio stations—and
dressed it up for your home
JBLs L19 is a 2-way system
acoustically identical to the
4301 It delivers the kind of
accuracy that sound engi-
neers depend on
And the L19 looks as
great as it sounds Compact
Hand-rubbed black walnut
enclosure Beveled grille
But heres the amazing
thing The L19 is JBLs least
expensive speaker JBLs
new Ll9s
Get a pair
NEW ENGLAND MUSIC COMPANY
Downtown Bangor
947-4255
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Club focuses on finding
10-cent cup of coffee...
The idea of a coffee club may conjure
images of a group of nervous insomniacs
huddled around a large coffee urn.
extolling the virtues of caffeine.
The Coffee Drinking Club on campus has
more serious objectives in mind, how-
ever—where and how to get the almost
extinct 10-cent cup of coffee.
Last year, the coffee club was located in
the Memorial Union. but a 5-cent increase
in the price of a cup has forced them from
the Damn Yankee and Bear's Den to
...their search
proves difficult
Many' UMO coffee drinkers are
furious that the on-campus price was
raised from 20 cents last semester to
25 cents, despite a reduction at the
supermarkets.
Judy Clark, manager of catering
and conferences for Residential Life,
is responsible for setting prices at
the Bear's Den and the Fernald Hall
lunch counter. She said the reason
for this seemingly contradictory
price increase is that when coffee
prices were shooting up last spring.
the on-campus prices should have
gone up correspondingly but did not.
The students, she said, are not
being "ripped-off." She said the
profit margin on coffee at the Bear's
Den for the last month of the spring
semester was below normal.
There is still only one restaurant in
the Orono area that sells a cup of
coffee at a lower price—Pat's Pizza
of Orono at 10 cents a cup.
clandestine meetings at Pat's Pizza in
Orono. A cup of coffee has risen from 20
cents last semester to 25 cents.
The club is currently listed as an inactive
organization by Student Government.
Founder and chairman Phil Spaulding says
this doesn't really reflect the status of the
group.
"We're waiting for the proper moment
to approach the Senate to get re-instated as
an active group, for we haven't dissolved.
We have been forced to get our morning
coffee at Pat's before coming on campus,
to save money. This price increase on
campus really hurts the off-campus
students, and the Coffee Drinking Club
reflects the outrage of students."
The list of original officers in the club
includes two past presidents of Student
Government, one vice-president, one Dis-
tinguished Lecture Series chairman, one
Student Legal Services paralegal. one
parlimentarian and one cartoonist for The
New Edition. The club does not hold
regular meetings or publish a membership
list.
"People who want to join," Spaulding
said. "usually discover the group by
keeping the same late hours and by getting
coffee seven to ten or more times a day.
Our members are some of the most
productive students on campus. They
accomplish so much because they are
wired all the time."
To further the cause of connoisseurs ot
cheap coffee, the Campus Drinking Club is
looking for a location on campus. Spauld-
ing said. "We're looking into having Pat
open Pat's Pizza North in the Ford Room.
He's got a 10-cent cup of coffee that can't
be beat. His pizzas are good, too. If we
have to take it that far, we might try for a
MacDonald's in the Bear's Den. Their
coffee must be cheaper."
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GOVERNOR'
STILLWATER AVE.
Has:
2 fulltime bakers and the list of Homemade Food would
fill this page, but here are some of our better sellers
made from scratch:
PIZZAS
dough-sauce-etc.
BEEF STEW only $1.19
w/ sirloin steak
MEAT LOAF AND GRAVY. . only $1.89
AMERICAN CHOP SUEY . . . $1.99
SPAGHETTI AND MEATBALLS . . . $2.39
MEATBALL SANDWICH $1.99
(we make the rolls too)
BAKED LASAGANA $2.59
CHILI $1.19
(the boss loves the chili)
GIANT PIES OF ALL KINDS
GINGER BREAD
BREAD PUDDING
...and on and on...
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"1 still had my slippers on and my
pockets were bulging with camera equip-
ment. 1 had to dash back out to put my
shoes on," Thomas said. "One can't very
well go see the Queen in slippers."
Security was very lax, he said. No one
was searched and people were continu-
ously entering and leaving the room.
Thomas, although ninety minutes late,
had 10 minutes to spare before he was
called before the Queen. Then, with the
orchestra playing British folk songs, the
crowd watching intently and camera bulbs
flashing, Thomas finally received his
long-awaited polar medal.
The Queen left a very favorable
impression on Thomas. "The Queen was
really amazing. She must have done
tremendous research because she knew a
little about everyone receiving a medal.
She knew, too, just the right thing to say to
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Professor receives medal from Queen
bs Gary Pearce
A UMO professor was honored by Queen
Elizabeth with a "polar medal" this
summer, although he nearly missed the
awards presentation.
Dr. Robert Thomas, associate professor
of quarternary studies and geological
sciences, received the medal for work he
did in 1%6-67 in the Antarctic.
Thomas was caught in a London
rainstorm and traffic jam on the way to the
awards presentation. After finally freeing
himself of the jam, he had trouble finding
Buckingham Palace, where the awards
were being given.
As if this weren't enough trouble, he
arrived at the changing of the guard.
"After they finished, the police rushed
me into the palace." Thomas had to rush
right back out again, though.
'1rc
From a country as clean and un-
spoiled as Canada, you'd expect a very
special taste. Fresh from North America's
most experienced brewery, Molson has
been making friends on both sides of the
border since 1786.
put everyone at ease."
"Yes," he said, "it's not an easy job
being a Queen nowadays."
Thomas plans to continue his research at
the Antarctic. This winter he will work on
the Ross Shelf Project, which will measure
changes in the depth of the ice sheets in
order to predict changing weather pat-
terns.
It +Of"
Dr. Robert Thomas was
rittsonally honcred by Queen
Elizabeth for his studies in the
Antarctic.
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Impasse brings negotiations to standstill
by Natalie Slefinger
After a year of negotiations. campus
police and the University of Maine have
"reached an, impasse.' says Samuel
D'Amico, vice chancellor of employee
relations.
"We're in fact finding.' D'Amico said.
"We've reached an impasse after months
of negotiation and meditation, and in late
October. the Maine Labor Relations Board
will give the two parties 30 days to resolve
the issues among themselves. If nothing
happens then, we go to arbitration."
WORK —STUDY
PEOPLE
Music
Listening Lab
Contact:
Dr. Phil Batstone
121 Lord Hall
or call
581-2575
The International Brotherhood of Team-
sters was elected last March to represent
UMO's classified employees. About 600
service and maintenance workers joined
the union.
30 days
to resolve issues
D'Amico was against tne classified
employees' unionization last year tie said
Friday, however, that collective bargaining
between the University and classsified
workers was "going smoothly overall,
though we've got a lot of issues to cover."
The University of Maine Police Depart-
ment, also represented by the Teamsters,
and the University began the process of
contract negotiation Aug. 31.1977. Talks
bogged down in late October with disputes
involving handguns, strongly opposed by
the students, wages, hours, vacations,
working conditions, terms of employment,
and fringe and medical benefits.
Student leaders spoke out strongly in
October against the possiblility of police
Wally Schierl;
toil/
1
151 Center St.
Bangor. ME
947-7855
12-5:30 Daily
10-3 Sat.
Going Out Of Business Sale
20%
OFF
All New and Used
Bicycles and Skateboards
40%
OFF
Bicycle Parts and Equipment
Backpacks and Panniers
Bicycle Clothing and Shoes
Tires and Tubes
Racing Equipment
STUDENT LEGAL SERVICE
We are hiring paralegals and clerk typists,
no experience necessary only a true desire
to help fellow students with legal problems.
Anyone may apply.
DEADLINE
Wednesday 13th at 5:00
30 Coburn Hall contact Tim Dorr at 581-2266
carrying handguns, and lamented their
lack of voice in the negotiations. The
General Student Senate passed a resolu-
tion saying that present handgun policy
should be retained. Since then, the
handgun issue has become a "dead
issue," according to a knowledgeable
source.
many issues
to cover
In April. 1978, the Teamsters charged
that the University "dragged its feet" in
negotiating for the police. Teamster
representative Bob Maier said the Univer-
sity had a multitude of excuses for not
having met more than they have. An
outside mediator was brought in at that
time, at the union's request, to guide both
sides through the bargaining process.
Disputes at that time involved a
Teamster demand for an agency shop
clause, making mandatory the payment of
union dues by all University employess
within that bargaining unit. Representative
Maier defended the request saying, "We
don't like freeloaders,for one thing. They
get benefits whether they belong or not.,.
Negotiations were also stalled by debate
concerning a check-off clause on the
contract. If included, union dues would be
automatically deducted from employee
pay checks by the University and sent
directly to the union.
The police also held "informational
pickets" in late February to protest the
frequent breakdowns in talks.
D'Amico could make no guess when the
contract would finally be settled. "Some
issues are settled, others are not. We're
hopeful."
• Come in and see us whether
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Maybe you just
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relaxing atmosphere.
at 69 Main Street
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National
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Checking Accounts
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Former student presidents
wed, UMO graduates attend
In 1974, he was a Neophyte
student senator, and she was the
reining UMO student government
president.
Next year, the fledging senator
had become UMO student govern-
ment president. The former student
government president was his trust-
ed advisor.
And today they're husband and
wife.
Jeanne Marie Bailey, student
government president in 1974-75,
and James Harold McGowen. her
successor, were married Saturday in
Bridgton.
These days, Jeanne B. McGowen
has given up her adversary relations
with University administrators for a
job in the midst. She's a fund raiser
for UMO•s development office.
Her new husband recently took a
forced leave of absence from politics.
His job as a campaign assistant to
group Gubernatorial candidate Phil
Merrill ended in June when Merrill
lost the Democratic primary to
Attorney General Joseph Brennan.
But although both Mr. and Mrs.
McGowen have left politics behind at
last, temporarily visions of their past
were apparent at their wedding
Saturday.
Michael K. McGovern. a more
recent student government presi-
dent. attended the ceremonies. So.
too, did a noted team from past
student governments: Jamie Eves
and Carl Pease.
The male McGowen's former
boss, Merrill attended, as did most
of his campaign workers.
The Maine Campus of earlier
years was well represented as well.
Jeff Beebe, Campus editor while
McGowen and Bailey both were
presidents. was an usher in the
wedding ceremonies. Deb Strumello,
co-editor of last year's Campus, also
attended the ceremonies. Her former
publishing partner, Ken Holmes,
was McGowen's best man.
And for a finishing touch on the
wedding, a former student govern-
ment president at another U. Maine
campus—Farmington—performed
the vows. Jasper Wyman, a Baptist
minister and state representative.
got the call.
The bride wore white, the groom a
brown tuxedo. They will return to
their home in Orono after a
honeymoon in Cape Cod.
Poll shows 'little thought'
on issues by faculty
by Mike Gordon and Kim Marchegiani
UMO faculty membe-ilrhave given little.
or no thought to the labor issues to be
negotiated with the Board of Trustees this
fall, according to an informal Campus poll
taken last week.
Following an election last May, the
faculty will be represented by the
Associated Faculties of the University of
Maine. AFUM president, C. Stewart Doty,
was unavailable for comment on the poll.
Right now, we're waiting for them
AFUM) to present us with contract
demands," said Sam D'Amico, vice
chancellor in charge of employee relations.
As to what the Board expects for
demands, he said "your guess is as good
as mine." "There will undoubtedly be a
call for salary increase, and some
discussion of benefits," he added. "I really
can't guess at the economic issues."
James Bost. UMO theater professor,
was typical of many faculty poll respon-
dents. "I really haven't set any priorities
on what I want to see done," he said. "I
don't have any handle on the options."
Bost said there were certain things that
had to be "cranked out" in the negotia-
tions and that they would undoubtedly get
taken care of.
Physics professor Paul Camp was one of
the few that had thought about the issues.
"The two dominant issues will be salary,
of course, and collegiality," he said.
"The two dominant issues will be salary,
of course, and collegiality," he said. "The
faculty paycheck needs to catch up with
inflation. This has to be a major
consideration.'
He said he hoped that collegiality, or the
concept of unity within the university,
would not be disrupted because of the
formation of a union. Both sides, Camp
said, should work together to preserve the
best.
Surprisingly, there was even some
confusion among faculty as to whether they
had been contacted by AFUM. Many said
they had received only a letter "right after
the May decision." Others had received a
questionnaire. One professor contacted
said he "threw out all that labor stuff."
Margaret Harding, assistant professor of
anthropology, voiced a common complaint.
She said she felt the form circulated was
not really pertinent to the issues at hand.
Others called it irrelevant, explaining that
it failed to narrow down the important
issues.
Charles Buck, professor of micorbiology.
summed it all up. "There are other
individuals who will handle it." he said. .
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PA Nit welcomes the
Class of 1982
with ideas to brighten up your new home!
Large Selection of plants
Hand-painted pottery mugs
India-import bedspreads
Assorted gifts & cards
Fresh flowers— cut, arranged
& free delivery to campus
Watch for our weekend specials
Ma &kik& fkrist
THE GREENTHUMB PEOPLE
DUBAI' AUTO PARTS
15 S. Water St. 656 Hammond St. 10 Mill St.
Old Town Bangor Orono
IMPORT CAR DATA
NAPA fln±poRpis
covering:
• ignition
• valve setting
• wheel alignment
• engine capacities
• chassis and engine
identification
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_NJ
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KNOWS IMPORTS!
WORK-STUDY
STUDENTS
The OFF CAMPUS BOARD (OCB; a student government
board) needs 3 work study students for planning and
operating activities this fall. If you have a work-study
grant and are interested, apply to Bob Caton in person
at the Off Campus Board office on the third floor of the
Memorial Union.
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Wants ECAC playoff berth 
Winkin rebuilding Bears for revenge
by Stacy Viles
Revenge may be the name of the game
for this year's baseball team as they begin
their fall exhibition season. The Black
Bears were stepped over in the selection
for the East Coast Athletic Conference
play-offs, even though their record of 20-9
was the best in New England.
"They'll know we're around this year,"
coach John Winkin.said head
Classifieds
1970 Richardson Montclair Partially furnished
with washer, dryer and wood heater Set up in
park Contact Linda Morris 827-5759 or
581-2555
Use he Maine Campus classifieds At only 5
cents a word, you can't go wrong Stop In Lord
Hall for more information
Kevin Buckley, a sophomore outfielder.
called the tournament committee's dec-
ision "really strange."
One factor that must not have been
included in the decision was that the team
won the Riverside Invitational Tournament
in California last spring. "the most
important tournament other than the
College World Series," said Buckley.
"He (Winkin) is still upset," said
Buckley, "but we'll make it this year."
If Sunday's exhibition game against the
University of Southern Maine at Gorham is
any indication, the Bears are well
Maine Campus
SPOR
You're beginning a great
four years You'll want to
take advantage of every
opportunity
Experience the excitement
of adventure trainhg. Thrill to
riding the rapids or walking
on walls as you rappel a
fifty-foot tower.
Hang in there with the wall
walkers Get the most out of
college Walk on walls with
Army ROTC
CALL 581-7112
OE
underway. Winkin and company sweeped a
doubleheader 13-0, 9-2.
Despite the losses of co-captains Russ
Quetti and Billy Hughes, outfielder Mike
Curry, and starting pitchers Barry LaCasse
and Jon Tomschick, the team continues
strongly with promising freshmen.
Pete Adams of Portland, the highly
recruited infielder who, according to
Winkin, was nearly signed by two major
league clubs, will fill the shortstop
position.
"It's hard to say how he'll do," said Bob
Anthoine after the first day of practice.
"After a little while, he'll do all right. He's
got a lot of pressure on him now." (As
second baseman. Anthoine will be turning
the double plays with Adams.)
Sunday. Adams blasted a solo homer in
the second inning.
Jim Yankowsky, also from Portland, is
expected to give Maine a solid hitter from
the left side.
Ed Pickett an All-Kennebec Valley
Conference backstop, is a solid prospect
from Augusta and an heir apparent to
captain Mark Armstrong's starting pos-
ition behind the plate.
Other talented Mainers include John
Foster. a left-handed hurler; All-KVC
righthander Dwayne Drummond, who
hurled a no-hitter for Gardiner High last
spring; hard-hitting Dave Vickers of
Portland and Rick Bouchard, who led Old
Town to the State Legion Championship.
Boston Globe All-Scholastic first team
selections John Balerna of Norwood
(Mass.) High and Tom Mahan of Medway,
Mass. will also join the Black Bears this
falBEalerna, a lefthanded pitcher and
outfielder, batted .435 with 43 RBIs and 10
home runs, in addition to pitching his way
to a 9-2 record with a 1.23 earned run
average and an average of 11 strikeouts per
nine innings last spring.
"No doubt he's a great athlete," said
Buckley, who played against him in high
school. "He's great."
Balerna was also named MVP of the Bay
State inthLe fiagrsute.
game of the doubleheader, he
struck out 8 in 4 innings, in relief of Skip
Clark.
Mahan. a righthanded pitcher. tossed
two no-hitters, had a 10-2 record with a
1.30 ERA and struck out 146 batters in 97
innings last spring.
Another freshman prospect, Mike
Schmid of Acton, Mass will be groomed
for first base. Winkin described him as
"graceful" and as a lefthander who is a
natural for the position.
Returning this season are captain Mark
Armstrong and power hitter Ed Mitchell
who were placed on the 1978 All-Yankee
All Star first team.
Army went on a .304 tear over the final
21 games last spring and produced several
clutch hits to help the Bears win 11 of the
last 12 games.
Mitchell's single season home run
record of nine helped break a team home
run mark for one season with 29 in 29
games. He is expected to fill the first base
position left vacant by Billy Hughes.
Third base seems secure with sopho-
more Mike Coutts, who played well in the
Twilight League this summer, along with
Anthoine. Perry. Stowell and pitchers John
Dixon. Bruce Justice, Tom Griffin and
Donny Mason.
Returning to the outfield will be Watson.
who batted just under .300 last spring, and
Buckley. Both the versatile Buckley and
Armstrong batted .328 with four homers
this summer in the Cape League. Buckley,
Mitchell and Stowell are expected to form
the heart of the lineup, batting third,
cleanup and fifth respectively.
Skip Clark and Dixon will be UMO's aces
on. the mound. Mason. Don DeWolfe and
Brian Fellows will be fighting for starting
positions. Buckley may be used as a spot
starter also.
Griffin, who has not given up an earned
run in two years, and Gary Lessard, who
sat out last year, are the stoppers from the
bullpen.
Maine's next game will be here..
tomorrow against Husson at 2:30.
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Tough man-to-man defense stops Thomas, 1-0
by Charlotte Mcatee
The UMO soccer team got a boot of
confidence Saturday by beating their first
opponent, Thomas College. 1-0.
Goalie Mike Davee and forward John
Hardy were the heroes for the Black Bears.
Hardy scored the only goal of the contest
10 minutes into the second half on a pass
from Jeff Vlaskamp.
"The whole defensive team played very
well," said Coach Doug Biggs, "especially
Mike Davee in net. They helped the rest of
the team to gain confidence as the game
went along. I was also pleased because
Thomas is a very offensively oriented
team, and we just didn't let them do what
they wanted to with the ball. We played
man-to-man and we will continue to play
that type of defense," added the first-year
coach.
Maine outshot their opponents 33-16 as
they dominated the second half. "The
team really deserved to win," Biggs said.
"We maintained possession for about
11 OM =1 MI IMO =1 MI 1•1 IMO I= En 11111 10.1 =1 NMI Inn IMP NM 1=1
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COUPON PER VISIT, TO BE EATEN ON THE PREMISES CASH
VALUE 1/20 of 1 CENT
437 Wilson
Brewer, Maine
OM NMI MO NMI IMO MN I= IM =I MI ME IM
three quarters of the game."
Even though his Black Bears could
muster only the lone goal by Hardy, Biggs
made it quite clear that he was very
pleased with his offense.
"You don't have to do anything more on
offense when you get off 33 shots against
the other team. We only have to be a little
more accurate in our next game, and the
goals will start coming. Thomas is one of
the toughest teams in the state. They
finished second in their conference to the
University of Southern Maine last year,
-
Tom Piffatk challenges a Thomas College player in action Saturday morning.
Maine won their opener. 1-0 [Fred Lord photo).
and I expect them to do well again this
year. So I'm certainly very pleased with our
team's play which was a total team effort."
The Black Bears play the University of
Maine at Farmington in a controlled
scrimmage today, in preparation for their
Yankee Conference opener against Boston
University on Saturday.
"BU will play a control game against us,
more so then Thomas did. They have a few
foreign players, but other than that, I don't
know much about them," said Biggs. "It
should be an interesting game."
CANTEEN
CANTEEN
GANIES•AESIC
I
PIN BALL 1
TV GAMES
POOL & SOCCER
ARCADE GAMES
JUKE BOXES
244 PERRY ROAD cANTEEN
BANGOR
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Dayton warms up to drop Bears
[Fred Lord photo)
Nowhere to run
John Marquis is stopped by
a wall of white jerseys [top],
while Rich Flanders has things
wrapped up and Jay Kelly
moves in to help during
Saturday's game. Maine
matched Dayton for the first
half but the Flyers then broke
away for a 31-14 win.
Red Sox win 5-4
The Boston Red Sox regained sole
possession of first place over the idle
Yankees last night by beating
Baltimore 5-4. Oriole ace Jim Palmer
was stung for three home runs, two
by Jim Rice, (39 and 40) and one by
Carl Yastrzemski.
[Bill Mason photo]
by Kevin Burnham
You knew it was going to happen.
You knew as soon as the Dayton Flyers got used to the
frigid fall winds of Orono that they were going to bust
loose. It's too bad that it didn't take them longer.
Maine played even with Dayton the first half.
deadlocked at seven each after two quarters.
But Dayton came alive in the second half, scoring on
their first possession of the ball. The Flyers went on to
score two more touchdowns and a field goal, resulting in
a 31-14 victory over the Black Bears.
"I guess that it was just the coldness and the rain that
slowed us in the first half," Brian Dorenkott, fullback for
Dayton said. "We're used to the 80 and 90 degree
weather," he said.
Dorenkott gave Maine credit by saying they were a
very physical team, but he added that Maine let down
after they fell behind.
"They had no spirit after we went ahead," he said.
Despite the loss, there were many bright spots for
Maine. John Marquis, trying to fill the void of Rudy
DiPietro, did some neat running. Tony Trafton, also
trying to fill a void by Jack Cosgrove, threw some good
passes, mostly in the first half, though. as he had to run
away from a fierce second half Dayton pass rush.
It was also nice to see Steve Wood punting well again
after some poor outings last year. He did well against the
wind, averaging 33.6 on nine kicks compared to 26.1
yards for the opposition.
Dayton Coach Rich Carter said the wind was a definite
factor in the game.
"We didn't use the wind to our favor in the first half."
he said. "We did use it in the second halt with our kicker
kicking that field goal."
Harmut Strecker. Dayton's fine kicker, had a good
day, booming a few kickoffs out of the end zone, kicking
the field goal and connecting on all four points after
touchdown attempts. Strecker has now connected on 54
consecutive PAT's, according to Coach Carter.
The win by Dayton makes it seven in a row for them,
dating back to last season. A win next week will tie a
Dayton record for consecutive wins by a Dayton football
team, dating back to the 1930s.
Maine scored first on a short pass from Trafton to
Marquis, who sprinted 25 yards for the touchdown.
Maine's second touchdown came on a one-yard plunge
by Marquis with one second left on the clock.
Maine will play at Boston University next week against
the Terriers, who nipped Maine last year at Alumni
Field, 23-20.
Keating: the UMO walk-on with pro prospects
by George Burdick
The chances of a football player from UMO
attaining pro status are astronomical. In fact, only
one Black Bear has actually continued his football
career into the pros—John Huard. Huard played
linebacker for the Denver Broncos and the Buffalo
Bills during the 60s. But now, over a decade later.Chris Keating will challenge the odds in his pursuit
of a professional football career.
Keating. a native of Cohasset. Mass., began his
football career at Cohasset High. He remained at
Cohasset High halfway through his junior year and
then transferred to Archbishop High School. At
Archbishop. Keating gained recognition by being
nominated to a scholastic team by a Quincy, Mass.
newspaper.
At this point, Keating got in contact with
Colgate. New Hampshire, Holy Cross, and last but
not least. UMO. He received no scholarship offers
from any of these colleges, so he decided to come
to the least expensive of the four ... UMO.
Keating enrolled as a business administration
major with a concentration in marketing. He
became a member of the JV squad his freshman
year. and then moved up to the varsity when
former Maine defensive standout Scott Shulman
injured his knee.
From that point on it was a successful climb for
the Black Bear co-captain. Last year he received all
New England and ECAC honors. The honors were
not very important to him, he said, but it does
help.
"It would be just as important to have a better
finish in the Yankee Conference. If we finished up
with a winning season, I would be happy."
Certainly this attitude and good credentials are
vital for furthering his football career, but is he
really pro material?
"There is no question that he is a pro prospect."
said Bickneii. "He fits into their mold as a height.
weight and speed player."
At 6'2" and 222 lbs.. Keating is well equipped
for the rigors of pro football. His 4.8 second
clocking in the 40 yard dash gives him an edge
against his opponents. This speed combined with
his size gives him awesome hitting power. Keating
has earned respect from many teams with his
bone-crunching tackles.
Keating has also earned respect from team-
mates and coaches for his positive attitude.
"He is the guy that is definitely producing in all
situations," said Bicknell. "The best example was
at UNH last year when the score was 50-7. He was
just as super in the last play of the game as he was
in the first."
Bicknell said Keating is a good example for the
younger players as well as a great leader. He sets
an example for those who need one and helps those
who need help.
"He holds the young linebacker crew of Dave
Harrison, Peter Thiboutot and Steve Vermette
together." said Bicknell. "He takes the younger
players and talks to them."
Each of te linebackers had praise for the senior
member of their ,; "He treats everybody
equally," said Dave Harrison. "He gives us
inspiration," said Peter Thiboutot. "You can never
find a day when he is down," added Steve
Vermette.
Keating's positive attitude in practice is evident
in his outlook on a pro career also. He claims he
will give it a "good shot" but does not want to look
too far into the future right now. He wants to live in
the present and plans to enjoy his last year of
college.
Chris Keating . ..speed and size
He said he enjoys football but likes to get away
from the busy schedule it demands. To get away
from it all, he visits his brother's house outside of
Waterville.
"He has a cow and goats, it is good to enjoy that
kind of stuff," said Keating.
The future may have some surprises for the
Black Bear co-captain. Hopefully they won't be like
another pro prospect's, Rudy DiPietro. DiPietro.
former record-setting running back for UMO. was
drafted by the New York Jets but failed to pass the
team physical. The reason cited for his failure was
instability of the knee.
Keating is bewildered about DiPietro's failure to
pass the team physical but hopes to pick up where
DiPietro left off. Already Keating has been scouted
by several pro teams. Can he become the second
person in UMO Black Bear history to play
professional football? Speculation is risky at ths
point, but UMO fans can rest assured that Keatingwill give it his "best shot."
Weekend
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Officials to leave
for 3-day 'retreat'
by Dave Karvelas
Capricorn Lodge, a University-owned ski
resort at Sugarloaf, will serve as a three
day "retreat" next month for about 60
UMO officials meeting to consider "the
broad questions affecting the University."
The conference will cost the University
about $80 per person, totaling $4,800,
according to John Benoit, director of
conferences and institutes at UMO.
UMO President Howard R. Neville
called the conference a "training session,
for administrators" and said a variety of
issues will be discussed.
"I'm sure we'll talk about collective
bargaining, housing, grading. admissions
and development," Neville said. "We do
this once every two or three years. but we
haven't done it lately." he said.
The Capricorn was donated to the
University two years ago by Harold Alfond,
the main financier behind UMO's year-old
ice arena which bears his name. The
University rents the Capricorn throughout
the year to various organizations, including
state government departments and UMO's
ski team.
The meeting, set for Oct. 18, 19 and 20,
during mid-semester break, will include
academic deans and assistant deans,
department chairpersons and several other
groups of administrators.
Each person attending will spend the
three days and two nights in one of the
Capricorn's 110 rooms.
Although the University owns the lodge,
which is 168 kilometers (105 miles) from
campus, room and board must be charged
to cover the cost of maintenance and
personnel. Had University officials opted
to remain on campus for the meeting.
Benoit said. —the cost would be a
tremendous amount less."
Most administrators agree. however,
that the results of such an off-campus
excursion overshadow the expense.
"The idea of this is to make everybody
get away from the easy access of their
office—it's a retreat." Benoit said. "It's
eating and living and sleeping with the
group you are working with. It's been very
profitable in terms of what they can get
done," he said.
The recreational side of Capricorn will
play a minor part in the schedule of the
visiting officials. Benoit said. "There isn't
a whole lot to do other than ski, he noted. •
"It's a long hard working day that the
people put in and the only relaxation is the
meals."
Gordon Haaland, dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences, echoed Benoit's views.
"Basically, it's a meeting involving the
chairpersons of the University. We are
interested in trying to improve communi-
cation among that whole group—to work
on the broad questions affecting the
University," he said. "If you want to get
people to do some hard work, you need to
get them away from the place where they
have a lot of responsibility."
Haaland said telephone interruptions are
a key stumbling block to holding con-
ferences on campus. He said if you have a
retreat for administrators, "you don't have
anybody interrupting you."
Another proponent and participant of the
administrative retreat next month is
Kenneth Wing, dean of the College of Life
Sciences and Agriculture.
"The minor cost that's involved is more
than offset by the increased administrative
efficiency." he said. He said the physical
separation from the University promotes
[continued to page 91
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Things might look a little shaky.
but UMO's Greg DeBaise has things
pretty well under control as he takes
his skateboard through some
maneuvers earlier this week in Old
Town [Photo by Arthur Kettle].
alb.
Broken TVs and humiliation
characterize Sox-Yankee duel
Great sports rivalries always bring out the best (or
worst, depending on how you look at it) in fanatics.
The Brooklyn Dodgers and the New York Giants.
The Boston Bruins and the New York Rangers.
(Remember Brad Park and Bobby Orr punching the
#5%&! out of each other in the 1972 Stanley Cup
finals?) Harvard-Yale football games.
Charlotte McAfee 
But, lamentably, many of those great confron-
tations exist only in the past. Harvard and Yale are
no longer football powers. The Dodgers and the
Giants are no longer stuck together in the same city
like warring siamese twins. And, at last glance.
Bobby Orr was barely skating. Brad Park was
playing for the Bruins (I still have trouble
comprehending that) and nobody could name a
player on the cellar-dwelling Rangers.
But there are still (drool) the Red Sox and the
Yankees.
There is no middle ground on this issue. If you
love the Sox, you despise the Yanks. If you adore the
Bronx Bombers, you think the Hose are a bunch of
(expletive deleted).
New England, for the most part is Red Sox
country. and this campus is no exception. For the
idiots who like the Yankees, (and now you know my
opinion. If you don't like it, stick it in your ear. Or
better yet, write a letter to the editor and let
everyone see what an idiot you are.) sorry, but you
are in the minority. Quite a vocal minority, however.
Overheard on the steps of the Union: "The Sox
lost last night?!? AAAAUUUUUGGGGHHHHH!"
Overheard in dormitory: "You're a yankee fan?
Get the hell out of my room!"
My brother and his fiancee can't talk about
baseball. She loves New York, and he loves Boston. I
discovered this fact about my brother's fiancee when
I was jokingly talking to my brother about
Thurman Munson, who looks like a walrus and plays
like one, too.
Mona's face got kind of red, and Mike advised me
that discretion was the better part of valor. I sure
hope their marriage will last. but Mike's habit of
calling the Yankee centerfielder Mickey "no arm"
Rivers doesn't settle too well with Mona.
The Yankees have been in the last two World
Series, a fact that New York fans never fail to rub in
the noses of Sox fans. (Sometimes I feel like a puppy
caught piddling on the living-room rug.)
(continued to page 91
